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AbstractÐStochastic block partitioning (SBP) is a community
detection algorithm that is highly accurate even on graphs with a
complex community structure. However, SBP is much slower than
more commonly used algorithms, such as Louvain, making SBP
impractical for analyzing large real-world graphs with millions
of edges. Thus, we aim to realize fast and accurate community
detection on large graphs by accelerating the highly accurate
SBP algorithm via sampling, parallel and distributed computing
on a cluster as well as algorithmic optimization. We compare
our approach to other community detection algorithms, showing
that SBP accelerated with our methods on 64 compute nodes is
up to 1,163× faster than the official ªGraph Challengeº baseline
SBP implementation, while still being more accurate than the
Louvain and Leiden algorithms on large graphs.

Index TermsÐcommunity detection, graph analytics, stochastic
blockmodels, stochastic block partitioning, graph clustering

I. INTRODUCTION

Stochastic block partitioning (SBP) [1] is a community de-

tection algorithm based on inference over the degree-corrected

stochastic blockmodel (DCSBM). It is based on a Markov

chain Monte-Carlo inference method that minimizes the de-

scription length of the DCSBM. SBP is more accurate and less

prone to overfitting than the more commonly used modularity-

based methods. However, SBP is both slow and based on

the inherently sequential Markov chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC)

inference, making it hard to parallelize and thus limiting its

applicability to real-world graphs, which often have upwards

of millions of edges. Table I shows that while SBP is more

accurate than the Leiden community detection algorithm, it is

414× to 15,476× slower than SBP.

We present our work on accelerating SBP and making

it a more viable option for performing accurate commu-

nity detection on large graphs. We accelerate SBP through

sampling, parallel and distributed computing, and algorithmic

optimizations. We then compare our results against two SBP

implementations as well as the Louvain [2] and Leiden [3]

algorithms built on top of the igraph library [4]. By com-

bining all three acceleration methods we reduce the runtime

difference between SBP and Leiden on the 50k vertex graph

from 15,476× down to 4.5×, while still being more accurate

than Leiden.
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II. METHODS

Below we present our three strategies for accelerating SBP.

A. Data Reduction via Sampling

We develop a sampling framework called SamBaS [5], [6]

that (a) preserves community structure, (b) speeds up SBP, (c)

generates community detection on the entire graph, not just the

sampled portion, and (d) maintains, and in some cases, even

improves community detection accuracy over SBP without

sampling, given the right sampling parameters.

The method consists of four steps. In Step 1, a subgraph

is sampled using one of several vertex sampling algorithms.

Then, in Step 2, SBP is run on the sampled subgraph. In

Step 3, the community detection results from the sampled

subgraph are propagated to the rest of the graph based on

connectivity. Finally, in Step 4, the results are fine-tuned by

running the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm on the entire graph.

We find that the choice of sampling algorithm is greatly

influenced by the density and degree distribution of the graph.

B. Parallel and Distributed Computing

The asynchronous Gibbs algorithm [7] has been shown to

be an effective means of parallelizing MCMC methods when

the number of computational dependencies is low. However,

when applied to community detection, it often leads to a

drastic decrease in accuracy [8]. To that end, we develop

a lock-free hybrid shared-memory parallel algorithm [8]. It

estimates the information content [9] of a vertex based on

its degree and processes those vertices sequentially using

Metropolis-Hastings. Then, it processes the remaining vertices

using asynchronous Gibbs. Because real-world graphs usually

have a power-law degree distribution, the majority of vertices

are processed in parallel, accelerating the computation while

maintaining accuracy.

We then develop a distributed-memory parallel algorithm

that distributes our parallel SBP implementation across the

nodes of a cluster [10]. In this method, we duplicate the graph

data across all compute nodes, run the hybrid parallel approach

on distinct sets of vertices on each node, and utilize MPI all-

to-all communication primitives to synchronize the changes

to the blockmodel at the end of each iteration. To ensure

load balancing and an even distribution of highly informative
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vertices across compute nodes, we assign vertices to compute

nodes based on their degrees.

C. Algorithmic Optimizations

We translate the ªGraph Challengeº [1] SBP implementation

from Python to C++ and then develop algorithmic optimiza-

tions to (a) improve the runtime of SBP and (b) improve the

accuracy of SBP when used in conjunction with parallel and

distributed computing methods.

The runtime optimizations include (a) utilizing disjoint sets

to perform block merges in approximately linear time, (b)

using a sparse vector of changes to the blockmodel to compute

changes in description length and update the blockmodel, (c)

storing a cache of precomputed log values, and (d) storing the

blockmodel matrix transpose for faster column-wise indexing.

Our first accuracy optimization is vertex-level batching to

increase the communication frequency in parallel and dis-

tributed SBP implementations, leading to less stale information

being used in internal computations. The second involves a

more accurate way to estimate the information content of a

vertex for the hybrid parallel algorithm. Instead of estimating

this value based on vertex degree as done in [8], we base this

estimate on the product of the degrees of the vertices that make

up the edges of the graph. This method is more consistent with

the findings in [9].

III. RESULTS

We combine all three acceleration methods described above

and compare the resulting accelerated SBP against five of the

official ªGraph Challengeº graphs with high overlap and high

block-size variation. We run our experiments on a 64-node

cluster equipped with 128-core AMD EPYC 7702 CPUs and

256 GB of RAM.

Table I summarizes our results in terms of both normalized

mutual information and the number of identified communities;

SBP is consistently more accurate than Louvain and Leiden.

We also show that our accelerated SBP is up to 1,163× faster

than the ªGraph Challengeº baseline. Thus, we reduce the

runtime difference between SBP and Leiden from 1,436× to

just 4.5× while still being more accurate than the latter on

larger graphs.

IV. CONCLUSION

We present our work toward accelerating highly accurate

community detection. We accelerate SBP - a highly accurate

community detection algorithm based on MCMC inference

- via sampling, parallel and distributed computation, and

algorithmic refinements. Used in combination, our methods

accelerate SBP by up to 1163× while maintaining an accuracy

advantage over Louvain and Leiden.

In future work, we plan to more thoroughly evaluate the

accuracy of SBP against other community detection methods

on a wide variety of synthetic and real-world graphs. We also

plan to improve the scalability of our approach by introducing

data distribution to our distributed SBP method and exploring

additional algorithmic refinements.

TABLE I
RESULTS ON SELECTED GRAPH CHALLENGE GRAPHS

Num. Vertices 1k 5k 50k 200k 1M

Algorithm Normalized Mutual Information

SBP (Graph Challenge) 0.79 0.87 0.92 - -
SBP (graph-tool [11]) 0.91 0.94 0.98 0.93 -
SBP (accelerated) 0.75 0.78 0.90 0.88 0.83
Louvain (igraph) 0.78 0.70 0.85 0.82 0.62
Leiden (igraph) 0.82 0.76 0.81 0.80 0.62

Algorithm Community Ratio1

SBP (Graph Challenge) 0.64 0.58 0.59 - -
SBP (graph-tool) 0.73 0.74 1.22 0.59 -
SBP (accelerated) 0.45 0.37 0.59 0.42 0.26

Louvain (igraph) 0.55 0.37 0.43 0.35 0.06
Leiden (igraph) 0.64 0.53 0.39 0.42 0.20

Algorithm Runtime (s)

SBP (Graph Challenge) 67 662 30952 - -
SBP (graph-tool) 5 18 602 6224 -
SBP (accelerated) 4 6 25 117 713
Louvain (igraph) < 1 < 1 4 47 297
Leiden (igraph) < 1 < 1 2 15 119

1 Community Ratio = Number of communities identified by algo-
rithm divided by the number of communities in ground truth. The
closer to 1.0, the better.
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